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somewhat inferior in strength.    Dobrynja is pre-eminent for
courtesy, but Aljosa has a less reputable career, perhaps owing to
the prejudice against priests' sons. The two names were associated
by their death at the battle of Kalka in 1224: Dobrynja of the
Golden Girdle came from Rjazan and Aleksandr the Priest's Son
from Rostov.  There was another Dobrynja, uncle of Vladimir I,
who may also be commemorated under this name.   He acted as
Vladimir's proxy in his marriage to Rogneda of Polock, just as
Dobrynja does with Apraksja in the ballads. Some eight feats stand
to the credit of Dobrynja; he is, indeed, the centre of a ballad-
cycle as complete as that of Il'ja.  First he leaves home to fight a
serpent; then he is intercessor for Vladimir with Apraksja's father;
thirdly he kills the witch Marina's 'dove5 and suffers enchantment
Into a bull; then with Vasilii Kazimirov he takes Russian tribute
to the Golden Horde, to Batu, and performs remarkable feats of
strength in the presence of the Tatars; fifthly, he returns to find his
wife about to marry Aljosa Popovic, and prevents the match; then
he himself marries the Amazon Nastasja—it is not quite certain
whether Dobrynja had one or two wives, since the ballads are not
congruent; and seventhly and eighthly, he fights duels with Il'ja
and with Dunai. Aljosa, for his part, fought against the snake-hero
Tugarin and made him a friend, and he cast doubts on the virtue
of the Petrovici's sister, when the brothers boasted about her in
their cups.  Tugarin is apparently the historical Tugorhan of the
eleventh century, who was reconciled to the rulers of Kiev and
entered into a marriage alliance with them; but Batu is of the thir-
teenth century, Vasilii Kazimirov of the fifteenth, and Marina of
the seventeenth. The marriage of fbogatyr' and amazon is a theme
encountered in Caucasian legends, and also in Greek 'tragoudia'.
The killing of Marina's lover corresponds to what Jewish tradition,
rather than the Bible, says concerning David and Bathsheba's hus-
band.   The dragon-fight may be borrowed from Aljosa's chief
exploit.   The Moringer and Imogen motifs are exploited in one
episode of each hero's life.   A Ukrainian ballad uses the Jonah
motif for Aleksei Popovic (Antonovic and Dragomanov 44). Curilo
Plenkovic and Djuk Stepanovic are associated figures.  They are
both Galicians, the one supreme for beauty, the other for wealth.
When brought into competition the victor is Djuk. Some memory
of the former remains in Galicia (Antonovic and Dragomanov 18)
in an enigmatic lyric. 2urilo is richly attended by maidens:

